Unmatched Expertise
Brigitte Fredy has made a name for herself in the New Orleans residential
market over the last 30+ years, and it’s clear to see why. With her passion and
dedication to her career, she has built an expansive network of happy clients
and earned herself Top of the Latter for decades – Latter & Blum’s most
prestigious award presented annually to the top-producing real estate agents
across all markets.

Brigitte Fredy
REALTOR ASSOCIATE

Born in Paris, France – Brigitte has always had an eye for beautiful architecture,
which naturally led her to specializing in historic properties in downtown,
uptown and the French Quarter of New Orleans. Licensed in 1983, Brigitte
started oﬀ her real estate career with Latter & Blum and is still with the
company to this day as one of the top-producing agents. From helping clients

504.616.4044
info@brigittefredy.com
brigittefredy.com

buy their ﬁrst home, second home and even third home, more of Brigitte’s
wide-ranging specialties include home staging, luxury condos and investment
properties. Trilingual in English, French and Spanish, Brigitte’s background and
decades of expertise in historical properties allows her to help prospective
home buyers and sellers from all walks of life.
When Brigitte isn’t basking in the thrill of navigating a successful real estate
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Licensed Realtor for over 30 years
Historic District Oﬃce Top Producer
since 1996

transaction, you can probably ﬁnd her cooking some delicious cuisine in her
downtown condo, exercising, entertaining clients and friends or relaxing in her
apartment in Paris.
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Latter & Blum Top 40
2021 Emerald Production Award - Over $21 Million in sales volume
Historic House Specialist - Preservation Resource Center
CRS (Certiﬁed Residential Specialist)
Top of the Latter
Extended Top of the Latter
Louisiana Realtors Association
NOMAR Member & VIP Member

Historic Properties
French Quarter
New Orleans Historic Districts

